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QUESTION 1

You need to recommend a solution for handling data entry requirements for the mobile audit teams. What are two
possible ways to achieve the goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is
worth one point. 

A. Canvas app within Power Apps Player 

B. Canvas app within a browser 

C. Dynamics 365 Field Service 

D. Dynamics 365 App for Outlook 

Correct Answer: AB 

Scenario: 

Audit teams must have the ability to view worker information on their mobile devices. 

Audit teams must be able to record data during visits to locations where workers are placed. 

When you create an app, or someone shares an app with you, you can run that app on the Power Apps mobile app or in
a web browser. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/user/run-app-browser 

 

QUESTION 2

You are implementing a customer solution that includes the robotic process automation (RPA) capability in Power
Automate and a legacy desktop financial software package. The customer has several Azure virtual machines deployed
and 

imaged with the financial software package. 

You need to select a connector to integrate with the Azure virtual machines. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Connection reference and log in information 

B. Machine registration and desktop flows 

C. Data gateway and web service endpoints 

D. Azure VM connector and administrative rights 

E. Dataflow and Power BI workspace 
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Correct Answer: AB 

A: Use a remote connection. 

B: Hosted RPA bots (preview) allow you to run unattended automation at scale without the need to provide or setup any
machine. Hosted RPA bots can be created like any other machine group and machines will be automatically provisioned
by Power Automate based on the defined configuration. Desktop flows assigned to a group of hosted RPA bots will get
queued to it when triggered to run. Like for any machine group, when a bot in the group is available, it will be assigned
the next desktop flow to be executed in the queue. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-automate/desktop-flows/hosted-rpa-bots 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

You are conducting performance testing for a Microsoft Power Platform solution. The solution uses Power Automate
cloud flows to query and synchronize data across 10 different tables based on various criteria. You make the following
observations: 

1. 

Internet speed during testing is fast (500 Mbps). 

2. 

There are 50 Dynamics real-time workflows in use. 

3. 

There are 63 Dynamics asynchronous workflows in use. 

4. 

There are 76 Power Automate cloud flows in use. 

You identify the following performance issues: 

1. 

Data changes are slow to save. 

2. 

Background processes often take hours to complete. 

You need to recommend steps to resolve the performance issues. 

What should you recommend? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: Reduce usage of near real-time workflows 

A real-time workflow can be converted to asynchronous workflow and back to real-time. 

Box 2: Convert all Dynamics 365 workflows to Power Automate cloud flows. 

Workflows are limited to Microsoft Dynamics 365/CRM application only. 
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Power Automate can span across multiple web-based services or applications at the same time. 

Dynamics 365 CRM Workflows can be converted to Power Automate flows. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customerengagement/on-premises/developer/create-real-time-
workflows 

https://rajeevpentyala.com/2019/12/11/d365-switching-from-workflow-to-microsoft-power-automate-flow/ 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a Microsoft Power Platform architect developing a solution for a car retailer. Your solution includes reference
data that relates to car colors, car types, and car models. Automation has been developed and deployed to notify
account 

managers based on the car color, car make, and car model selected by potential buyers. 

Notifications are failing to send to account managers due to different record identifiers between environments. 

You need to update the reference data across all environments. 

What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Power Automate flows 

B. Logic Apps 

C. Configuration Migration tool 

D. Import Data Wizard 

E. Azure Data Factory 

Correct Answer: AB 

Dataflows are a self-service, cloud-based, data preparation technology that allows you to ingest, transform and load
data into Common Data Service environments, Power BI workspaces or your organization\\'s Azure Data Lake Gen2
account. The Dataflow connector is available for: 

1. 

Logic Apps 

2. 

Power Automate 

3. 

Power Apps 
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Incorrect: 

Not C: The Configuration Migration tool enables you to move configuration data across environments and organizations.
Configuration data is used to define custom functionality in customer engagement apps (Dynamics 365 Sales,
Dynamics 

365 Customer Service, Dynamics 365 Field Service, Dynamics 365 Marketing, and Dynamics 365 Project Service
Automation), and is typically stored in custom entities. Configuration data is different from end user data (account,
contacts, 

and so on). 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/connectors/dataflows/ 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a Microsoft Power Platform solution for a company that has multiple Microsoft Dataverse
environments. 

You need to prevent specific users from accessing specific environments. 

What should you do? 

A. Remove all security roles from the users of the specific environments. 

B. Remove the user from the business unit. 

C. Remove the user from all security groups. 

D. Remove the user from all teams. 

Correct Answer: A 

Microsoft Dataverse uses a role-based security model to help secure access to the database. Security roles can be
used to configure environment-wide access to all resources in the environment. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/database-security 
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